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M E M O R A N D U M  

 

To: NFPA Technical Committee on Notification Appliances for Fire Alarm and Signaling 
Systems 

From:  Jenny Depew, Administrator, Technical Projects 

Date:  October 21, 2014    

Subject: NFPA 72 (SIG-NAS) Second Draft TC FINAL Ballot Results (A2015) 

 

According to the final ballot results, all ballot items received the necessary affirmative votes to pass ballot.     

25 Members Eligible to Vote  
0 Not Returned  
 
17 Affirmative on All Revisions 
2 Affrimative with Comment on one or more Revisions (D. Grosch, R. Schifiliti) 
6 Negative on one or more Revisions (R. Grill, D. Grosch, J. Klein, D. Newhouse, P. Strelecki, M. Stoops) 

0 Abstentions on one or more Revisions  
 
The attached report shows the number of any affirmative, negative, and abstaining votes as well as the 
explanation of the vote for each second revision.   

There are two criteria necessary for each second revision to pass ballot: (1) simple majority and (2) affirmative 
2/3  vote.   The mock examples below show how the calculations are determined.  

(1) Example for Simple Majority: Assuming there are 20 vote eligible committee members, 11 affirmative votes 
are required to pass ballot.  (Sample calculation:  20 members eligible to vote ÷ 2 = 10 + 1 = 11) 

 

(2) Example for Affirmative 2/3:  Assuming there are 20 vote eligible committee members and 1 member did not 

return their ballot and 2 members abstained, the number of affirmative votes required would be 12.  (Sample 
calculation: 20 members eligible to vote – 1 not returned – 2 abstentions = 17 x 0.66 = 11.22 = 12 ) 

 
As always please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.   

 



Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 24

Affirmative with Comment 1

Daniel M. Grosch agree

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 24

Affirmative with Comment 1

Daniel M. Grosch agree

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 24

Affirmative with Comment 1

Daniel M. Grosch agree

Negative 0

Abstain 0

SR-69, Section No. 18.4.2.3, See SR-69

Election:72_A2015_SIG-NAS_SD_ballot

Results by Revision

SR-52, Section No. 2.3.4, See SR-52

SR-70, Section No. 18.4.5.3, See SR-70

http://submittals.nfpa.org/TerraViewWeb/FormLaunch?id=/TerraView/Content/72-2013.ditamap/2/C1404764046149.xml&viewmode=nfpa/xslt/nfpaviewmode.xsl
http://submittals.nfpa.org/TerraViewWeb/FormLaunch?id=/TerraView/Content/72-2013.ditamap/2/C1404409685193.xml&viewmode=nfpa/xslt/nfpaviewmode.xsl
http://submittals.nfpa.org/TerraViewWeb/FormLaunch?id=/TerraView/Content/72-2013.ditamap/2/C1404764331326.xml&viewmode=nfpa/xslt/nfpaviewmode.xsl


Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 18

Affirmative with Comment 1

Robert P. Schifiliti This SR #71 needs to be passed. Until a new product performance standard is developed and validated, 

changing NFPA 72 to require a shorter pulse duration is the only way to ensure a large enough peak 

intensity using the current standard test. The shorter (20 ms) pulse requires a higher peak to get the CD 

Effective rating that will work with the existing NFPA 72 room size tables.

Negative 6

Morris L. Stoops The light pulse duration is a technical characteristic of a product’s performance and should be defined in a 

product performance standard such as ANSI/UL1972, not an installation code. This proposal, if accepted, 

will place undue burden on the AHJ community by requiring them to evaluate each appliance application 

based upon the following: a) The type of technology being used, (xenon vs. LED). b) Specific application, 

whether the application is being viewed directly or indirectly. c) The specific light duration of the product, 

(20ms vs 100 ms). UL is addressing this issue through a Task Group, which has been very active in seeking a 

simplistic approach to this situation. Taking into consideration data from recent studies that have been 

conducted, the concept of requiring a peak light intensity above an ambient light level is being framed. 

When proven, this will insure that all visual notification appliances will provide equivalent ability to alert the 

public regardless of technology.

SR-71, Section No. 18.5.3.2, See SR-71

http://submittals.nfpa.org/TerraViewWeb/FormLaunch?id=/TerraView/Content/72-2013.ditamap/2/C1404764870085.xml&viewmode=nfpa/xslt/nfpaviewmode.xsl


Jeffrey M. Klein Although this is a negative vote on the committee's action as it pertains to this specific change, the 

organization supporting this directed vote encourages the technical committee to take action to make a 

meaningful change on the topic of light output characteristics required for detection in indirect viewing 

situations. Several research studies have demonstrated the need for an update to the language in the code. 

An ongoing new study is underway that is expected to further define and clarify the proper definition of 

light output characteristics that provide the optimal light output for detection of visual appliances in indirect 

viewing situations during an emergency. Based on this new study, the organization supporting this directed 

vote will make a Tentative Interim Amendment (TIA) proposal at the appropriate time to ensure inclusion in 

the published version of the code to capture and codify this research. Underwriters Laboratories (UL) and 

interested industry parties are addressing this issue through the development of a Task Group, which has 

been very active in seeking an appropriate approach to this situation. Taking into consideration data from 

recent studies that have been conducted related to light pulse widths, the concept of requiring a peak light 

intensity above an ambient light level is being included and quantified. When proven, this will ensure that 

all visual notification appliances will provide equivalent ability to alert the public regardless of the 

technology. This quantification will form the basis for a new test of a technical characteristic of a product’s 

performance and will be defined in a product performance standard such as ANSI/UL 1971. Relevant 

quantified requirement(s) will be submitted as a TIA for consideration and inclusion in the NFPA code. 

Additionally a negative vote is cast because this proposal, if accepted, will place undue burden on the AHJ 

community by requiring them to evaluate each  appliance application based upon the following: 1. The type 

of listed appliance (direct or indirect). 2. Specific application, whether the appliance is being viewed directly 

or indirectly. 3. The specific light pulse duration of the product, (20ms vs 100ms). This undue burden should 

not be implemented.



David Newhouse The light pulse duration is a technical characteristic of a product’s performance and should be defined in a 

product performance standard such as ANSI/UL1971, not an installation code. This proposal, if accepted, 

will place undue burden on the AHJ community by requiring them to evaluate each appliance application 

based upon the following: a.) The type of technology being used, (xenon vs. LED). b.) Specific application, 

whether the appliance is being viewed directly or indirectly. c.) The specific light pulse duration of the 

product, (20ms vs 100ms). UL is addressing this issue through the development of a Task Group, which has 

been very active in seeking a simplistic approach to this situation. Taking into consideration data from 

recent studies that have been conducted, the concept of requiring a peak light intensity above an ambient 

light level is being framed. When proven, this will ensure that all visual notification appliances will provide 

equivalent ability to alert the public regardless of the technology.

Daniel M. Grosch The product performance issue is being addressed by UL in a task group with peer review and live subject 

validation.

Raymond A. Grill The proposed language does not belong in an installation standard. There is insufficient data to support the 

change.

Paul R. Strelecki Siemens agrees with the position put forth by NEMA and AFAA. "The light pulse duration is a technical 

characteristic of a product’s performance and should be defined in a product performance standard such as 

ANSI/UL1971, not an installation code."

Abstain 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 24

Affirmative with Comment 1

Daniel M. Grosch agree

Negative 0

Abstain 0

SR-77, Section No. A.18.1, See SR-77
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